Naval operations: 1971 — The war which shaped the subcontinent
[Event]

This year marks the 50th anniversary of the war between India and Bangladesh. A delightful
and informative two-day event on military history and strategy, focusing on the 1971 war,
was conducted at United Service Institution of India (USI), a national security and
defence services think tank based in New Delhi, India on October 9th and 10th, 2021. The
festival was a part of several literature and arts festivals that Valley of Words (VoW), a
literary organization based in Dehradun, conducts annually. This episode on military history
and strategy was first among many theme-centric festivals that VoW is going to pull off in
the coming weeks. It brought together army veterans of India and Bangladesh, diplomats
and authors to the table, to provide a hindsight view of the 1971 war.
Here are the excerpts from the second session titled “Naval Operations”

1. Naval Operations- Beyond naval blockade
The session invited Admiral Anup Singh as the keynote Speaker, who is known for his
immense knowledge and wide experience in the field of India’s maritime domain. Admiral
Anup Singh mentioned the 1971 war as one of the navy’s finest art. He said that the phase
between 1965-71 has made up a great transformation of change for the Indian navy
especially with the help of the Soviet Union where India received several missile boats.
While asked about how the navy was able to maintain three maritime theatres, Admiral gave
credits to Chief of Naval Staff of the time Admiral S.M.Nanda, Admiral Micky Roy(Captain &
Director of Navy Intelligence) and many others. The session continued to talk about the
primary goal of the navy in any war where it is to influence the land battles and the navy
comes as a security for them.
Watch Admiral Anup Singh speak more on the topic on YouTube:
Naval Operations: Beyond Naval Blockade – Valley of Words 2021

2. Understanding warfare in international waters
The session invited Admiral Shekar Sinha as the 2nd keynote speaker, who is known for his
immense insight and knowledge on carrier aviation. He is also one of the leading pioneers
for addressing joint Manship in the military. The session chaired by Sandeep Unnithan
presented a deep quest into understanding the nuances which are related to warfare
especially with naval tactics and strategy.
Admiral Shekar Sinha mentioned the blockades that were created during the different wars
that were waged between India and Pakistan. He also mentions that given the dynamic
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nature of geopolitics and how it has been evolving, major war on massive scales is already
averted. However, he stressed that this in no way undermines the responsibilities of the
Navy, the paramount duty being the protection of sea links. He reminded the audience of
the nexus between China and Pakistan and how both Chinese and Pakistani fleets have been
pointing towards India. Speaking about the possibility of any future war, Admiral Shekar
Sinha stressed that theatre of attack is no longer the northern borders and it could be from
where the trade in the present day takes place.
Geopolitics most certainly has evolved since 1971, but this evolution comes with the cost of
more preparedness for the military given the methods of warfare has evolved too. The
conversation further devoured into the China-Pakistan nexus and how the latter surprises at
times with missiles that belong to the Chinese. He reminded the audience that for the
Chinese it is no longer the Malacca dilemma but the Indian Ocean dilemma. The
conversation ended on an optimistic note of how the Indian naval forces have grown over
the years but the geopolitics has to be taken into consideration before any decisions of war,
either military or trade is carried out.
Watch Admiral Shekar Sinha speak more on the subject at Naval Operations: Understanding
Warfare in International Waters – Valley of Words 2021 1080p
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